Join us to welcome filmmaker, artist, photographer, and writer, Daniel Blaufuks, for screenings and discussions of his work on images and illusions of memory.

Thursday, October 22, at 7 pm

„Als Ob / As If“

Film Screening (45 minute excerpt) and Discussion with Daniel Blaufuks

Dwight 101, Mount Holyoke College

Sponsored by The Edeltraut P. Barrett Lecture Fund, German Studies Department

„Als Ob / As If“ is a part of Blaufuks’s exhibition „All the Memory of the World, Part One“ and compares the Czech city of Terezín as it is today with the WWII ghetto Theresienstadt, formerly located there. In doing so, the film highlights similarities between the two time periods and creates a dialogue between the film excerpts from different times.

Co-sponsors: The German Studies Department at Amherst, Mount Holyoke College Film Studies Department, the Institute of Holocaust, Genocide and Memory Studies, German and Scandinavian Studies, LL&C, and DEFA Film Library at the University of Massachusetts.